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Importance 

The forest road network plays a critical role in providing both access to forest products and 

human mobility. Forest road is important in harvesting operations, because it can affect total 

cost of forestry plans. Although the presence of road infrastructure as network of forest life, only 

little literature on concurrent optimization of harvesting and road network layouts can be found 

under steep terrain of Hyrcanian zone. In traditional optimization methods, the evaluation 

systems can’t adapt to the need of sustainable development of forest. Therefore nowadays, due 

to advances in computer sciences and remote sensing softwares, computer optimization models 

using Geographical Information System (GIS) are becoming practical. Especially with the use of 

graph theory it is possible to locate optimum road accuracy for each scale and cell by cell. The 

objective of the research presented here was to provide a weighted-graph algorithm so that 

planners could locate least-cost road variant and log depot for completing road network and 

connect to roads in district 1 Bahramnia forest.  

Introduction (Hypothesis and aims) 

In ground based skidding operation by skidders a forest transportation network consists of 

the winching routes, skid trails, depots (nodes) and roads (links). In this study, it was attempted 

to complete and improve proposed road network is a forest area with the consideration of 

various link patterns. This problem was mapped here on a graph. A graph consists of a set of 

nodes and a set of road links between two nodes. The weight of a link represents road costs. 

Highlights 

- The construction cost of each link (road) increased by increasing length of link (road), side 

slope gradient and longitudinal gradient in studied harvesting unit of Bahramnia forestry plan.  

- The nodes (depots) and links (roads) constructed on low slope terrain are least-cost variants.  

- If the number of marked trees in proximity to depot is higher and the distances to depots are 

lower, the total skidding cost for depot becomes lower.  

- An optimal road candidate is the variant that the total harvesting cost is the least. So, road 

candidate 2 was chosen as optimal variant.  

- Total skidding cost of depots and construction cost of optimal road are 262.14 $ and 17.73  

$ m-1, respectively.  

- Total length and total harvesting cost of optimal graph are 532 m and 9697.14 $, respectively.  
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Other Information (including tables and figures) 

The analysis of the nodes revealed the different skidding cost because of different skidding 

and winching distances as well as number of logs. Total skidding cost for each node allowed 

identifying the least-cost depots and designing the links as a support to decisions on road network 

location priorities. Road cost depends on the length and longitudinal gradient of links, side slope 

of terrain and unit cost of link construction. In general, the construction cost of each link 

increased by increasing length of link, side slope gradient and longitudinal gradient. Our findings 

indicated that the nodes and links constructed on low slope terrain are least-cost variants. Total 

skidding cost is less for a log depot that more marked trees exists in the related cell. So, if the 

number of marked trees in proximity to depot is higher and the distances to depots is lower, the 

total skidding cost for depot becomes lower. An optimal road candidate is the variant that the 

total harvesting cost is the least. So, road candidate 2 was chosen as optimal variant. Total 

skidding cost of depots and construction cost of optimal road are 262.14 $ and 17.73 $ m-1, 

respectively. Total length and total harvesting cost of optimal graph are 532 m and 9697.14 $, 

respectively. From analysis, we found that the algorithm is feasible in selecting optimal road 

according to the depots variable and construction cost.   

 

 
Table 1. Values of the skidding time (CTi), number of skidding turns (Ni) and skidding cost from each cells to 

candidate depots (SCi) as well as the total skidding cost for candidate depots in harvesting units (TSCk).  

Skidding cycle time 
Candidate depots 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

CT1 (min) 9.35 12.15 13.51 10.36 12.18 14.92 11.32 13.16 10.54 12.40 

CT2 (min) 11.58 8.86 10.22 8.92 7.10 9.84 9.02 10.86 8.32 8.38 

CT3 (min) 15.26 12.54 11.20 14.09 12.25 9.52 10.11 8.27 12.07 10.20 

N1 12.00 12.00 12.00 12.00 12.00 12.00 7.00 7.00 3.00 3.00 

N2 5.00 5.00 5.00 7.00 7.00 7.00 11.00 11.00 3.00 3.00 

N3 4.00 4.00 4.00 8.00 8.00 8.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 

SC1 ($) 35.34 45.92 51.09 39.18 46.05 56.40 24.95 29.02 9.96 11.72 

SC2 ($) 18.24 13.95 16.10 19.67 15.66 21.70 31.24 37.64 7.86 7.92 

SC3 ($) 19.22 15.79 14.11 35.51 30.88 23.99 9.56 7.81 11.40 9.64 

TSCk ($) 72.80 75.67 81.30 94.36 92.60 102.09 65.75 74.48 29.23 29.27 
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Other Information (including tables and figures) 

Table 2. Total harvesting cost (THCk) used for analysis of 36 candidate roads. 

THCk $ THCk $ THCk $ 

THC1 10317.38 THC13 11545.01 THC25 13900.64 

THC2 9697.14 THC14 10111.25 THC26 13948.68 

THC3 14799.87 THC15 12375.74 THC27 10732.88 

THC4 12957.11 THC16 14560.74 THC28 10780.92 

THC5 12712.87 THC17 12750.98 THC29 11770.37 

THC6 16417.60 THC18 12970.47 THC30 11818.41 

THC7 10365.42 THC19 11593.05 THC31 16964.37 

THC8 9745.18 THC20 10159.29 THC32 16916.41 

THC9 14847.91 THC21 12423.78 THC33 13372.61 

THC10 13005.15 THC22 14608.78 THC34 13420.65 

THC11 12760.91 THC23 12799.02 THC35 12728.37 

THC12 16465.64 THC24 13018.51 THC36 12776.41 

 

 

 

 
Figure 1. Locating of least-cost depots and road as optimal graph.  

 


